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" Messrs. Evert Barger and Philip Wright have recorded a series of
labours carried out from  June to December 1938, which were mainly
designed, as they modestly say, 'to pave  the way for further British
work on the Indian Frontier and beyond*.   The field  within their
purview was the broad area between the Ozus and the Indus expedition
was planned in order to find more light on its cultural and political
history  in the centuries following   Alexander's invasion of   India.
Within this region two typical districts were studied, necessarily some*
what cursorily, namely the Swat Valley  on the north-west of India
and Afghan Turkistan in the Oxus Territories.   In Swat, the ancient
Suvastu, surface-surveys and excavations were made in the Barikot
district   at   Kalungai,  Kanjar,   Kote, Gumbat,   Amluk,   Chinabara,
Najigram, Abarchinar, Nawagai, Parrai, and Charbagh, yielding some
interesting products of Gandhara art, among which may be specially
mentioned the frieze  with   Hellenistic   reliefs   at Gumbat   (p. 17),
which, as the writers say, are ' fresh  and striking examples of the
copying of the Mediterranean motifs' (p. 36); some sculptures of
Amluk representing a scene  from the  Buddha's life, and a head of
the Buddha of rare  type indicating contact between the school of
Gandhara and Mathuraj which may belong to the second or third
century A.D., the schist lamp, with a Kharoshthi inscription, found
at Chinabara (p. 23) and the good stucco heads from Abarchinar
(p. 26)*   The inscription on the Abarchinar lamp, as given by Merrs
Barger and Wright, contains the letters agisda; and it is very surpris-
ing that they have failed to recognise in this word the name' of the
craftsman Agisala (probably a Prakrit form of the Greek Agesilaus)
which occurs on the famous casket found in Kanishka's monastery at
Shahji-ki Dheri, Peshawar.  EHR.   LVII, pp. 526-527.

